
VILLA MIT 4 SCHLAFZIMMER
 Fuengirola

REF# R4624312 – 569.000€

IBI

552 €/JAHR

Müll

22 €/JAHR

4
Schlafzimmer

2
Bäder

175 m²
Built

457 m²
Bauland

Amazing opportunity to buy a villa with panoramic views and lots of outdoor space in Torreblanca few 
minutes drive to the beach side. Villa is partly renovated and only needs final touch. Villa has three levels; 
the entrance level has a living room with open plan kitchen, dining area, fire place and a terrace with 
beautiful panoramic views over Fuengirola coast line. There is also bathroom with shower and bedroom, 
which open up to the same terrace. Downstairs has own living area with a kitchen, two bedrooms and one 
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bathroom with a bath. Other bedroom has its own terrace area. There is a entrance to the garden from the 
living area. Outdoors you find another room, which is possiblity to make another bedroom or use as a 
storage. There is entrance from the street level to the garden, so there is a possibility to use these two 
levels separetely in case of renting. There is a space to put infinity pool and owner has drawings for that. 
Villa has lots of outdoor spaces in several levels to enjoy the sun light during all day long. There is also a 
jacuzzi to relax. The street level has an access to the garage for one car and there is also separate storage. 
Bus stop is in few meters walking distance and drive to the beach takes about 7 minutes. All the services 
are few minutes drive away, as well as an access to the high way to go to Airport, Malaga or Marbella 
directions. Viewings are easy to organice.
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